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Abstract
While wearable technologies, such as smartwatches, are seen as an opportunity to solve some problems often related to older people (65+), e.g. emergencies, physical activity, or isolation, little is known about how older people would domesticate such new technologies. In this study we provided eleven older individuals with smartwatches and tracked their expectations and initial experiences using two interviews. According to our preliminary findings, previous experience with ICTs along with optimistic attitudes toward technology were key to initial domestication of the new technology and overcoming initial problems. Moreover, use was closely related to expectations and personal habits. Participants in this study used smartwatches in similar ways to those described in previous studies with adults (18–64), including managing notifications and sports’ tracking. Additionally, users reported that the smartwatch provided a boost in social status (associated with attributes such as cool, snobbish, young) and created some fashion opportunities and/or concerns.
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1. Introduction
In the 1990s wearables were envisioned as an opportunity to access personal information on the go, thus acting as “visual memory prosthetic(s) and perception enhancer(s)” (Mann, 1997) capable of changing cultural concepts of everyday life (Martin, 2002). Probably due to the recent irruption of smartwatches into the market, there are too few studies on smartwatch use to validate this hypothesis (Lyons, 2015; Schirra; Bentley, 2015; Cecchinato; Cox; Bird, 2015; Pizza et al., 2016; Ashbrook et al., 2008; Giang et al., 2015).

Despite the increasing demographic and social importance of older people in Europe and other developed countries (Melorose; Perroy; Careas, 2015), and the fact that older people are often behind in the appropriation of new technologies, which is leading to a digital divide, none of these studies included older people or made an intergenerational analysis. Nonetheless, wearable technologies are seen as an opportunity to solve problems related to older people, such as, managing emergencies, controlling health indicators, encouraging physical activity, or fighting isolation (Ehrler; Lovis, 2014; Casilari; Oviedo-Jiménez, 2015), and few smartwatch apps give accounts of these trends (Ehrler; Lovis, 2014 for homecare; e.g. Casilari; Oviedo-Jiménez, 2015 for fall detection). This perspective, while interesting, tends to reproduce a patronizing viewpoint in which older people are seen as dependent, disempowered individuals.

We present an analysis of the initial domestication of this particular wearable technology, the smartwatch, among a group of older individuals (65 to 80). We look at how individuals integrated the watch into their daily activities, which allows a nuanced understanding of communication practices. As with other age cohorts in previous studies, participants mirrored their expectations and already existing everyday life habits into their use of the smartwatch. Results challenge the idea that digital devices should only be approached as tools for overcoming the limitations associated with aging.

2. Theoretical framework
We mainly rely on the domestication approach (Silverstone et al., 1992; Loos; Haddon; Mante-Meijer, 2012). A framework to analyze qualitative data, which proposes that the meaning of technologies, and the related usage practices, emerge during different stages: (1) appropriation, during which time users negotiate the meaning of a device, which can lead, or not, to its acquisition; (2) incorporation, during which time the technology takes its place in users’ homes; (3) objectification, when users consider the location of the technology in everyday routines; and (4) conversion, focu-
singing on the role of the technology in user’s self-presentation practices and identity performances.

The design of this research project, which included providing the smartwatch to (new) users, calls for a different categorization of participants and for a partial redefinition of the domestication approach. Participants in this study are neither classic early adopters (Rogers, 1995), nor forced early adopters (Zhou, 2008). They freely chose to join the experiment, knowing that we were going to provide them with a smartwatch, but as we learned in the interviews, they had no previous interest in purchasing a smartwatch. Nevertheless, the domestication approach helps in highlighting that the very meaning of a new device is a process of negotiation involving both technological features and people’s symbolic and social understanding of those features; smartwatches are more than merely machines—they are also cultural objects (Silverstone; Haddon, 1996; Du-Gay et al., 2013).

Research questions

Our contribution to existing research is the application of the domestication approach to smartwatches, particularly for older people. We believe that such an approach can strongly contribute to shedding light on human aspects related to ICT usage. In this regard, expectations, initial usage practices, and the related meanings play a central role.

Therefore, we propose the following research questions:

RQ1: What is the relationship between participants’ (expressed) expectations and their initial usage practices?

RQ2: What are the participants’ initial patterns of usage and negotiation of the smartwatch in terms of practices, sense-giving processes, learning strategies, and identity performances?

Wearable technologies are seen as an opportunity to solve problems often related to older people (65+)

3. Methods

To answer the proposed research questions, with a deep view of the domestication process, we adopted a qualitative approach. The study was developed in Barcelona and Rome with an intercultural perspective. It involves eleven participants: seven in Barcelona (three women, four men), four in Rome (one woman, three man). Participants were between the ages of 65 and 80, the average age at the beginning of the study was 71.1 years old (standard deviation 5.2). We included the experiences of two participants, who withdrew from the study in Barcelona shortly after starting the project, in addition, we also included reports from one participant’s wife, who was closely involved with the experience of using the smartwatch because the couple shared the use of the smartphone associated with the smartwatch.

We provided a Moto G 360 smartwatch that participants themselves selected. They had to have a compatible android smartphone. Enrolled participants needed to already be active users of smartphones, demonstrate strong engagement to follow the study, and not have a smartwatch. Participants received monetary compensations for their time in interviews. This study was part of a one-year project, still under development as we write this paper, and participants will be able to keep their smartwatches at the end of the one year project. For the purpose of this paper we will refer to participants with W for women and M for men, followed by their age, and in the case of quotations, we will indicate the number of the interview preceded with an “i”, i.e. W65_i2.

We provided eleven older individuals with smartwatches and tracked their experiences using interviews, and some training sessions.

We collected data by means of semi-structured interviews, training sessions, and complementary support. First, we conducted two interviews. The first interview was conducted before delivering the smartwatches. Conversations focused on the use of communication tools in everyday life, particularly digital media, and the expectations around smartwatches. The second interview, two months after the distribution of the smartwatches, focused on the initial use of the smartwatch, the social experience, habits, and learning strategies developed in relation to it; the interview also focused on both the problems or difficulties and the positive aspects of the new device. Second, during the delivery of the smartwatch we conducted some initial training to help the users to manage their new device, and we provided technical support if it was required by participants.

Authors read and re-read the transcribed interviews to conduct thematic analysis (Braun; Clarke, 2006) and identify common topics and particular cases. The comments received from participants during the recruitment process and training sessions and personal support were also taken into account.

4. Results and discussion

Participants’ domestication processes are related to multiple factors, including individual as well as social and relational dimensions, contextual elements, and previous experiences with ICTs.

The domestication processes we observed during the research occurred in an intervened setting. First of all, due to the design of the study, participants did not experience a traditional “appropriation” stage. They did make a relevant decision on whether to take part, or not, in the study. Participants had to take into account considerations about the watch itself, their previous relationship with technologies, and their own interest in being the subject of a study.

In this sense, few individuals invited to participate in the study rejected the invitation, arguing no interest in the smartwatch, or in devoting time to explore a new technology. In addition, two participants quit the project shortly after the beginning of the study. They argued that the effort-benefit relationship was not positively balanced, or they had privacy and security concerns. This is in line with the fact that
lack of interest toward ICTs is often the most common reason for not using ICTs (Helsper; Reisdorf, 2016).

Otherwise, for some of the participants, being part of a research project constituted relevant motivation for both adopting the watch and for using it on a constant basis, maybe with an attitude toward exploring specific features that were different from what we might expect, etc.

Second, because smartwatches were not used widely in Barcelona or Rome when the study began, participants were only able to experiment with weak social interactions using their smartwatches. While some of the members of their relational networks engaged in conversations about the watch, no participant seemed to have met someone wearing a smartwatch outside the project. The lack of a suitable user base in participants’ relational networks implies that social representations and social usage norms, that generally play a relevant role in shaping user appropriation of a new device, are only partially involved in the processes we observed. Consequently, we witnessed a peculiar appropriation and sense-giving process, which seems to rely more on individual characteristics than on shared meanings and practices; appropriate usage practices (which are typically related to social norms) also undergo peculiar negotiation patterns.

Regarding expectations (RQ1), even though participants did not have a clear idea of the features of smartwatches, most of them generally expected to replace the smartphone with the smartwatch, or to use it for the same activities as their smartphones. Some commented that it could become an essential device in the same way as other technologies that have changed their life. For now, I say ‘No! [I don’t need a smartwatch]’. But, maybe, in the future, I might say to you: ‘Don’t take it away from me!’” (W65a_i1). Yet, after two months of use, appropriation and usage practices appear strongly related to initial expectations, and to the metaphors adopted for understanding the smartwatch.

Previous experience with ICTs along with optimistic attitudes toward technology were key to initial domestication of the new technology

Moreover, intrinsic interest in technologies was key for joining the project and it was more relevant than the smartwatch itself. For most participants exploring a new technology is a challenge they like to take on and part of the motivation to participate in the study:

“I like having things because I don’t want to lag behind.” (M76a_i1)

“I moved to Chile during the 1970s for about five years. During this time, I used to write letters, and I made one phone call. After that, the phone became more popular, then the computer came along, the mobile phone, and email. With each new technology you have to explore it, until you discover how it can be useful for you.” (W80_i1)

In this, we could establish some parallelism with young individuals who like “geeking out” (Ito et al., 2010) in the digital world. Together with the older people participating in this project, they share a common curiosity for using new technologies, even though motivations for such curiosity might differ.

Participants reflected in their initial smartwatch use, their expectations and existing habits of everyday life. In particular, no one began a new sports practice once they started wearing the smartwatch or started to use a new app using the new wearable as a pretext.

Regarding initial usage and negotiation of the smartwatch (RQ2), some participants seemed to be oriented toward a passive usage, sometimes explicitly using the word “passive” while describing their approach to the smartwatch and with major attention to its usage as a conventional wristwatch during our conversations. For most participants its use is not different from the use described in previous studies about smartwatch use by adults, where the wearable is mostly used for sports tracking and notifications (Cecchinate; Cox; Bird, 2015; Schirra; Bentley, 2015; Pizza et al., 2016), evidence of which also appeared in our study. Interestingly, participants showed a different approach toward notifications, ranging from simply receiving them on the smartwatch and then reacting on the smartphone, to a deeper integration that relied on the smartwatch when the smartphone was not available or its use would have been inappropriate.

Routines of use appeared early as participants tried to wear the device as regularly as possible—the first step in eventually viewing the smartwatch as an ordinary object (Gronnow; Warde, 2001). While some of the participants explicitly refer to their commitment to the research project as a motivation for constant usage, it is worth underlining that we never required them to use it constantly and, on the contrary, we suggested that they used it as if it was their own. One participant reported: “[I use it] always, always. It took the place of my watch... Well, if you decide to do this experiment, you have to do it.” (M65 i2). The permanent use could be related to the previous usage of a conventional wristwatch, which is now replaced by the digital wearable, but not all participants had a conventional wristwatch. In addition, the practice of recharging is similar to what any smartphone owner is used to.
Smartwatches have been seen as an opportunity to develop apps for health monitoring and a study demonstrated their usefulness in this area (Jovanov, 2015). However, participants did not expect to use it for health monitoring. For heart monitoring, particularly, they relied on their own specialized devices and used the smartwatch as a proxy. Moreover, no participant saw it as an alternative for solving problems often related to older people in HCI (e.g. managing emergencies, controlling health indicators, encouraging physical activity, or fighting isolation). Interestingly, the discourse of older individuals is far from the literature discouraging the adoption of this new device.

Regarding sense-giving processes, and similar to previous studies, two months after beginning to use the smartwatch, older participants were still in the process of creating meaning for their smartwatch. Two facts support this finding: first, some of the participants expected the smartwatch to do the same things as their smartphone (Schirra; Bentley, 2015; Pizza et al., 2016); second, the mobile phone, the computer, and the watch were all metaphors they used for approaching the smartwatch (and often, they confused the words “smartphone” and “smartwatch”).

Learning strategies, which are particular for older people in ICT (Sayago; Forbes; Blat, 2013), were twofold. On the one hand, most participants relied on their previous experience with computers, making it evident that their is importance in prior knowledge when managing new learning situations, which is often a major issue for older individuals who have never been in direct contact with ICT.

“As I did with the mobile phone. Touching, typing, looking, browsing, and then, little by little, I got through it. It’s not hard, in terms of the settings. At the beginning it seemed hard. For example, that thing for the heart [heart monitoring App], but then I saw that it works.” (W65_i2)

On the other hand, despite regular use, some participants remained at a very basic level of understanding of the system, and they exerted little effort to overcome this situation. This situation might have change, or not with further experience, use, or number of social interactions with the smartwatch.

The smartwatch itself was used to reinforce identity, the simple ownership of the object provided social status that included being cool, young, or snobbish. And this was a motivation for our participants to use the smartwatch. Most users in Barcelona associated the smartwatch with their young and digital identities, most of them boasted about it, and it was relevant for being up-to-date. After the training session, a participant said “Now I will take a picture with my smartwatch and will send it to my friends.” (W75)

In contrast, participants in Rome, despite reporting that they used it (almost) every day, seemed to disdain the snobbish connotation of the new technology. Similar to other adult users in other studies, most participants had aesthetic concerns related to the smartwatches (Cecchinato; Cox; Bird, 2015; Lyons, 2015; Schirra; Bentley, 2015). Participants did not find it appropriate to wear a smartwatch in elegant situations. Some even lamented the need to stop using their previous “luxury” watches (in Rome) or other nice watches (Rome and Barcelona). This highlights how fashion appeal is an important dimension regarding adoption. Despite these nuances we identified no cultural differences between the experiences in Rome and Barcelona. In fact, differences were mainly due to personal interests, values, and social contexts.

The results of the study challenge information research about new information/communication technologies and older people. First, the study shows the complexity of the initial process of the domestication of new technologies, especially those technologies that are not yet widespread and require technical skills, previous experience with technology, personal interest, social support, ideologies, and values, are all factors that need to be taken into account. Second, the study shows the complexity of expecting to change habits/behaviors with new technologies or the difficulty of expecting to engage non-users with new habits (Selwyn, 2006). While previous studies have argued that the physical constraints of the watches (small screen, low power battery) are significant barriers to the adoption of these tools (Ehrler; Lovis, 2014) those were not limitations for the participants of the study when using smartwatches on a regular basis during the first two months of the study. Moreover, usage practices seemed to be related to the metaphors users adopted to understand new devices, and to the meanings they attached to them.

5. Conclusions

Eleven individuals, from ages 65 to 80, participated in this study. We provided them with a smartwatch in order to explore the appropriation process during the initial period of adoption of this new device.

Results show that an intrinsic interest in technologies was key in participants’ initial acceptance of the new technology, being more relevant than the features themselves. Participants used the smartwatch in different ways or for different purposes, although the most common was to manage notifications or to keep track of sports activities. Otherwise, for some participants, initial usage was also related with an interest in boasting about it and as a way to keep up-to-date technologically. Moreover, participants’ use of the smartwatch reflected their expectations and the already existing habits of their everyday life. However, no participant saw it as an alternative for solving the problems often related to older people (e.g. managing emergencies, controlling health indicators, encouraging physical activity or fighting isola-
tion). And after two months of usage, some participants still expected to replace the smartphone with the smartwatch and/or are are still grappling with a basic understanding of how their smartwatch operates.

This paper discusses and brings to light new evidence of the expectations and initial appropriation of smartwatches among older individuals. However, two months of use only provided information about the initial stages in the appropriation process. To strengthen the results, a one-year study of participants could help in following up and adding to the understanding of the process of appropriation, or domestication. In addition, an intergenerational comparison would be of interest to better understand the use of older individuals from a non-ageist point-of-view because results are caused merely by age, but instead by life experiences and conditions of research design. Ageism, the complex and often negative construction of old age, has been described as a key contributor to the second digital divide (Lagacé et al., 2015).

Finally, it would be of high interest to develop a quantitative analysis of smartwatch logs to better understand their discours (Ørmen; Thorhauge, 2015), particularly regarding usage and sense-giving processes.
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